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THE MEIGS ELEVATED RAILWAY SYSTEM. 
IN July, 1894, the Massachusetts Legislature passed 

a bill incorporating the Boston Elevated Railway 
Company, which bill has been approved by public 
vote of the city. 'I'he law of 1884 provided that the 
railwlITs should not. be built after the manner of the 
New York elevated railways, but according to the 
Meigs inventions. The new bill does not so definitely 
specify the Meigs system, but prohibits structures 
similar to thosll of the New York roads. The bill 
makes the company subject to all laws respecting rail
way corporations, provides for payment for land dam
ages, and requires some return to the public for the 
franchise. In regard to the former bill, it may be 
noted that the railway act provides only for gauges of 
4 feet 8� inches and 3 feet, and the bill had to make 
the Meigs Company exempt from that clause, as other
wise the railway commissioners could not grant a loca
tion, the widest part of the Meigs' track being only 22 
inches. Charles A. Whittier is president of the com
I!.any i Joe V,. Meigs! chief engineer ; and H erman 
Haupt; consultmg engmeer. 

may be flange rails laid on their sides. In this way' with short straight sections making a curve of about 
�he cars have a del?th of 48 inches to resist d�railment, 700 feet radius. The total length is about 1,114 fep.t. 
I�stead of about 1 mch of a �heel flange, a.s III t�e 01'- The iron girders, 46 feet lon/l, are lattice girders built 
dmary syst.em. Th� sWItchmg ?r shu?tmg WIll be up of angle� and bars, with angle iron dia�onals 
done by a pIvoted gIrder. The mspectlOn may, per- under the bottom chord, and this was the character of 
haps, be somewhat difficult, but maintenance repairs the structure tested bv General Stark forthe railway 
can be effecteq. from!1 wagon with .a platform adjust�- commissioners. . With" a weight of 30 tons-cylindrl
bl� at any desIrt;d heIght, s�ch as IS used by e�ectrlc cal ta�ks filled Wlt� water-suspended by a chain from 
raIlway compames for ,repaIrs to the ?ver':Iead wIres. the mIddle of the gIrder, equal to a distributed load of 

A feature of the MeIgs system, whIch IS equally as 00 tons, the deflection was only 7-16th of an inch and 
important as the single girder track, is the construction there was no permanent set. To test the l�teral 
of the car �ucks, "bo/lies," Figs. 3 and 7, which strad- strength of the structure in the event of a heavy gale 
dIe the �ll'der. Each truck has four loose carrying blowing squarely against the side of a train, a cable wheels WIth grooved treads, runnmg on the lower was attached to a timber on one side of the girder and chord,of the girder, each whee� be!ng . carried on a carried horizontally to the top of an A frame, and 

'
then short mdep�ndent axle and bemg mclme� outward do-.yn over a pu�ley to a platform loaded with pig iron. from the raIl at an angle of 45 degrees. ThIS at first ThIS ga ve a hOrIzontal pull on the middle of the girder 

seems a rather unstable arrangement, but theoretical and with a load of 574 tons the lateral deflection at th� 

The structure consists of a sin/de row of posts or 
columns, Fig. 1, carrying a single line of girders. For 
country lines wood may be used, but for city lines, of 
course, only steel or iron is used. The column:. are 
18 inches by 12,Ys inches in section, built up of two 
channel irons and two plates. The interior is filled 
with concrete, the top of which is covered by a plate, 
upon which rests the friction bearing forming the sup
port for the end of the top chord of the girder ; the 
weight being thus carried by the concrete mass. The 
longer dimension of the column section is parallel with 
the line of way. The columns will be normally 24 feet 
4 inches long, set 6 feet in the ground on a foundation of 
concrete or piling, and giving 14 feet clear headway 
under the girders. The columns will be 13� feet to 
45� feet apart, center to center. The girders will be 

Fig.l. 

12 feet to 44 feet long, according to location; they 
will be of the Warren or lattice girder type, 46 inches 
<leep, the single panels of Warren girders being 4 feet 
long. The top and bottom chords, or booms, of the 
girder are each composed of a vertical plate and two 
angle irons. On the top chord are two angle irons 
placed to receive the longitudinal timber of the top 
rail, and the angle irons of the lower chord carry the 
longitudinal tim bers for the lower rails, the trucks, or 
.. bogies," straddling the girder. 

In an ordinary elp.vated railway the track is about 8 
feet wide at least; that is over the sleeper!', and not 
including the usual extra width of the footway for 
trackmen. There is therefore this continuous width
for the sleepers are very close together--of obstruction 
to.light and air. Besides this, the track is carried by 
two lattice or plate deck girders 4 feet to 5 feet dep.p, 
and about 5 feet ltpart. With two tracks laid side by 
side, and with the further obstruction o f  cross girders 
over,the columns, and of sloopers at crossover roads, 
etc., some idea of the general effect upon a narrow 
street may be imagined. In the line at Hoboken, N. 
J., an attempt has been made to reduce this obstruc· 
tion by laying each rail upon blocks of wood resting 
upon brackets riveted between two deep channel 
irons, the sleepers being thus eliminated, and the 
channels forming inside and outside guards to each 
rail. 

In the Meigs system, however, there is but one line 
of girders, Fig. 2, to each track, the depth being about 
4 f�et. The maximullJ width for each track is 17� 
inches over the rails on the top chord, and 22� inches 
over these on the lower chord. These lower rails are 
wooden longitudinals, with the top outer corner faced 
with angle irons fitting the V shaped rims or treads 
of the car wheels. The longitudinals may be beveled and 
carry flange rails for wheels with grooved treads. The 
upper rails are either wooden longitudinals faced with 
iron for the horizontal balance and driving wheels or 

investigation and practical experiments have shown, 
it is said, that it is not objectionable. In the unlikely 
event of a wheel, or all four wheels, breaking or com· 
ing off, or part of one of the rails being removed, the 
car truck would merely drop a few inches until it 
rested upon t.he girder, and the truck frame, extending 
down on each side of the girder, would in any event 
prevent the truck from falling off the track or the car 
from overturning. Each truck has also a pair of hori
zontal balance or guide wheels, placed between the 
carrying wheels and bearing on opposite sides of the 
upper rail. These wheels are set up to the rail by 
springs, and have each a flange on the lower edge, 
which runs under the rail and so prevents the truck 
from lifting, 

The experimen tal track-Figs. 4 and 6-at Cam bridge 
was built purposely with severe conditions of grade 
and curvature in order to demonstrate the capabili
ties of the system. It is composed as follows, the let
ters being marked on the accompanying plan-Fig. 4: 

o to A, 95 feet; cheap form of wooden track for 

yard use, with no iron rails. A to B, 132 feet; heavier 
wooden structure, with iron rails on upper and lower 
tracks; straight and level. B to C, 165 feet; similar 
construction, but on rather more than half a circle of 
50 feet radius and a grade of 120 feet per mile. This 
curve is a very severe test of the engine, which, how
ever, passes it very easily. C to E, 264 feet; wooden 
structure, straight and level, including a wooden truss 
girder of 33 feet span; followed by five wooden spans of 
11 feet each, all on different grades changing abruptly, 
the grades bein.,E 60 feet. 120 feet, 180 feet, 240 feet, and 300 
feet per mile. E to G, 181 feet; wooden structure from E 
to F, on a curve of 50 feet radius, nearly 80 degree�, 
with a grade of 345 feet per mile; then an iron structure 
with grades of 345 feet and 172 feet per mile. G to I, 
276 feet; from G to H are two iron girders of 46 feet 
span, such as will be used for city railways. These 
cross the street, and are followed by an iron structure 
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middle was % inch, the movement causing the columns 
supporting the girder to bend � inch at their tops. 
On the removal of the load the girder and columns re
turned to their normal positions. This would be the 
effect of a wind blowing at 33 lb. per square foot 
against the train, equivalent to a hurricane of over 90 
miles per hour. 

The railway structure, the saddle truck, and the ar
rangement of the driving gear of the locomotive are 
the essential parts of the Meigs system, but in the 
train built a number of minor improvements in detail 
were introduced as noted later on. The bodies of the 
cars, Figs. 5 and 7, are of cylindrical form, with par
tially rounded ends, and the flngine and tender are 
closed in with housings of the same fOrnI. 

The lo.comotive is carried on two four-wheel trucks, 
each provided with a pair of horizontal balancing 
wheels, exactly the same as the cal' trucks. Between 
the two trucks or bogies is placed the pair of horizon· 
tal driving wheels which grip the upper rail. To all 
intents and purposes the engine consists of a platform 

or flat car, upon which are mounted a boiler and a 
pair of horizontal stationary engines, so that the sizes 
of boiler and fire box are not limited by the frames as  
in ordinary locomotives. The boiler is of  steel, 5 feet 
in diameter and 15 feet long, with 208 tubes 2 inches 
diameter and 7 feet lon/l. The center line is 5 feet 1 
inch above the floor. The fire box is 54� inches long, 
and 54 inches and 55 inches wide, with the crown sheet 
inclined downward toward the rear end, so as to keep 
it covered with water on grades as steep as 800 feet to 
the mile. Anthracite coal is used foJ' fuel. 

A peculiar feature of the engine, which is especially 
striking when seen at work, is thatthereare no connect· 
ing rod!;, but on the under side of each crosshead is 
a sliding box with a vertical pinbwhich is fitted into a 
horizontal crank arnI on top of t e 6 inch vertical axle 
the driving wheel. The cylinders are 16 inches by 22 
inches, placed at the smoke box end, and having the 
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valve chests on top, in accordance with standard 
American practice. The cylinders are horizontal, and 
61 inches apart between center lines. The piston rods 
carry large crossheads, each traveling on two heavy 
bar guides, and driving the wheels in the manner 
above des(lribed, the arrangement being that known 

be used, and it has been proposed to use a hydraulic 
brake acting on the balance wheels, and causing them 
to grip the upper rail 

The underframing of the passengf'r cars consists of a 
pair of Warren girders about 18 inches deep, making 
a strong construction to resist collisions. The body 
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as the" slotted yoke" connection. The link motion is of the cylindrical form with rounded end corners, 
valve gear is used, the eccentrics and links being hori- and has end doors and r>.latforms. The body framing 
zontal and under the crank arms, operating the valve consists of light ribs of T iron, bent to a circle 10 feet 
rod through the intervention of bell cranks. The 8% inches diameter, the spaces between being filled 
driving wheels are 44� inches diameter, with cylin- in by panels of galvanized iron, lined with asbestos 
drical tires 6% inches wide, and flanges on the lower inside, and sheathed with wood on the outside. The 
edge of the tIres. At first it was not thought neces- car is 51 feet 2 inches long over all, 7 feet 6 inches 
sary to couple the drivers, but in practice it was found wide on the floor, and weighs 17 tons. 'l'he floor is of 
to be desirable in order to insure steadiness of the en- % inch floor boards, laid diagonally, and nailed to an 
gine. Gearing has been adopted for this purpose, under floor of 1% inch planks carried by floor beams 
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Fig.,6 

there being a Irear wheel on each driving axle and two 
intermediate gear wheels. The adhesion is obtained 
by hydraulic power, Fig. 3, each axle box being carried 
in horizontal slides and attached to the piston rod of 
a hydranlic cylinder, so that the pressure can be 
regulated according to the loads and the grades. The 
present engine can stop and start at will on a grade of 
345 feet per mile, and sufficient pressure can be applied 
to crush the track itself. This pressure can be used as 
braking power. The blast pipe has a large nozzle, the 
exhaust being unobstructed. 

'l'he cylindrical form of the housing gives ample 
room inside for communication between the engine 
and tender and for attention to the machinery. At 
the front of the locomotive is the cab, being a raised 
platform inclosed, fitted with windows and covered by 
a monitor roof. From this station the engineman has 
a clear view of the track, and has ready to hand all 
the levers for controlling the engine, brakes, etc. The 
fireman's station is at the rear end, but, as before men
tioned, there is convenient communication. An 0 b
jection that may be made to the position of the cab is 
that it is liable to injury in case of any slight collision. 
It sometimes though rarely happens on elevated rail
ways that in foggy weather a train will run into 
another which has been slow in getting away from a 
station. Owing to the low speed at such times there 
is usually very little damage done, except to the rear 
platform of the car, but the driver of a Meigs engine 
would stand a fair chance of being injured, or at least 
cut by broken glass, as he would be right in front of 
the engine instead of being protected by the length 
of the boiler. This objection might be eliminated by 
extending the front platform and building it heavily. 
The cab is reached by steps, and is accessible from 
doors in the front of the housing, opening out on the 
front platform or from the interior of the engine. 

of 5 inch channel irons. The car is very roomy and 
comfortable. Along each side is a row of seats as in 
street cars, but instead of the entire middle portion 
of the floor being left unoccupied, there is a single 
row of seats with the backs alternated, s o· that pas
sengers face to right and left alternately. With this 
arrangement the car has seating capacity for eighty
four passengers, as compared with forty-eight on the 
cars of the New York and other elevated railways. 
The windows have hinges instead of sliding sashes, 

Fig. 7 

when the windows are closed. A row of smaller win
dows is placed on each side of the upper portion of 
the Cal; .. being provided with curtains to shut out the 
sun. ventilatIOn is provided by an air pipe or trunk 
along the top of the ceiling having trumpet-mouth ends 
outside the car and having valves in the lower part 
to regulate the draught. Semicircular pipes against 
the sides have openings under the seats and con
nect with the longitudinal trunk, so that as the 
car moves, the interior air is drawn out from the 
top and bottom. Each end of the car has double 
swing doors opening on to an end platform, with 
the usual arrangement of roof and railings. The 
platform gates, however, instead of opening by swing
ing back on the platform, as 011 other cars-which is 
very troublesome when the cars are crowded-are 
made to slide vertically downward, being raised agltin 
by cords passed over a drum operated by springs. The 
upholstering is in red plush for the seats and old gold 
plush for the sides and ends. Stearn heating pipes 
may be carried along under the seats, and lamps hung 
from the roof in the usual way. 

The car body is not attached to the truck by means 
of a center plate and king pin or pivot, as in the ordi
nary type of car, with which arrangement it not un
frequently happens that in case of accident the car 
body is knocked off the trucks. Instead of this, an
other of Captain Meigs' inventions is used. Attached 
to the under frame of the car, over the truck frame, 
are four hollow vertical cylinders, with the bottom dia
meter reduced by an interior flange. These carry a 
turntable which rests on two semicircular slides or 
bearings on the truck frame. On the truck frame are 
four vertical hollow cylinders, with the bxterior diame
ter longer at the top. The inner flanges of the upper 
cylinders engage below the outer flanges of the lower 
cylinders, so that it is impossible for the car body tG 
lift off the trucks. Coiled springs are placed in the 
cylinders. A rim on the turntable also engages the 
curved truck bearings. The usual form of king bolt 
connection is used for pivoting the truck or "bogie." 
The car couplings are an adaptation of the Miller au
tomatic link coupling, as now almost universally used 
on the best. passenger cars, but are controlled by the 
engineman by means of hydraulic connections. 

In regard to speed, the existing line is too short for 
any high speeds, but the 50 foot curve has been easily 
taken at a speed of 15 miles per hour on the down 
grade. Elevated railways as now built are but little 
hampered by snow, as it does not lie deep and is easily 
disposed of, and in Mr. Meigs' system there is even 
less space for it to lodge.-The Engineer, London. 

THE H ISTORY OF THE FOUR WHEELED 
BOGIE. 

By CLEMENT E. STRETTON, C.E. 
THERE are few subjects connected with the history 

of the locomotive engme which have at various times 
engaged more attention or have caused so much acri
monious discussion as the history of the "bogie en
gine," and more especially the question as to whether 
the credit for its introduction belongs to England or 
America. 

The writer, viewing the matter simply from the posi
tion of an impartial, independent historian, has not 
accepted the claims or statements of either side, but 
has fully investigated the whole of the reliable evi
dence and official records, with the following results: 

As early as the year 1800 the. Merthyr Tydfil tram
road was opened in South Wales, and in order to con
vey long bars of iron and also timber, wagons were 
constructed in pairs coupled together by an iron draw 
bar, having a joint at either end ; these wagons had 
no sides, but in the middle of each there was fixed a 
center pin, upon which worked a cross beam or "bol
ster," upon which the timber or bars of iron were 
placed. Of course, it will be at once seen that these 
early wagons were not actually "bogie" vehicles, and 
that they were in use before even the first locomotive 
engine had ever run upon rails, yet we cannot upon 
examination fail to see that they contained all the es
sential principle of the" bogie." They allowed a very 
long load to be conveyed round sharp curves, and per
mitted the wheels under the two trucks to follow the 
curve of the rails ; now the most improved bogie ve
hicles of to-day simply carry out the very same prin
ciple. TIJere can be no question as to the practical 
value of these early bogie wagons, when it is mentioned 
that some of them were in use from 1800 to 1875, and 
that two of them were sent from South Wales to the 
Chicago Exhibition of 1893. 

In 1813, Blackett and Hedley constructed two en
gines for working on the Wylam Colliery line, near 
Newcastle-on-Tyne. The first of these was named 
"Puffing Billy," the second "Wylam Dilley." They 
both ran upon four wheels, and were successful, so far 
as conveying coal cheaper than by horse power, but 
their weight broke t.he cast iron plate rails to such an 
extent that it became necessary to carry half a dozen 
rails upon each engine to replace those which might 
be broken during the journey. To prevent the break
ing of the rails, Blackett and Hedley placed each en
gine 1!Pon ei�ht wheels, arranged exactly like the Mer
thyr Tydfil tImber wagons; they put the wheels under 
two separate frames or trucks, in other words, they 
placed their engines upon two four-wheeled bogies in 
the year 1815. These two double bogie engines worked 
successfully from 1815 to 1830, when the rail way was 
relaid with stronger rails, flanged wheels were em
ployed, and the engines were again returned to four 
wheels, and one of the engines is now preserved at 
South Kensington museum and the second at the Ed
inburgh museum. 

Now, here we have ample proof that two engines, 
each having two four-wheeled "bogies," were actually 
at work in England for fifteen years before 1830, and 
before any bogie en�dne had been tried in America or 
other part of the world. 

The engine is 29 feet 3 inches long over all and 7 feet 
6 inches wide, weighing 30 tons. Next to the engine 
is the tender, carried on two trucks of the type already 
described and having a cylindrical housing. It con
tains two cylindrical water tanks with a capacity of 
1,800 gallons each, and there is ample coal space. The 
size of the tender is 25 feet 9 inches long and 7 feet 6 
inches wide across the floor, and its weight is 14 tons. 
On the experimental train there is no brake except the 
controllable grip of the driving wheels, which is amply 
sufficient as far as power goes, but for actual operation of 
trains some form of continuous automatic brake would 

and by a device invented by Capt. Meigs, the window On the other hand, it will be seen that the English 
can be opened at either end, so that in whichever abandoned the use of the bogies on these engines in 
direction the car is moving tbe "rear" end of the 1830, and, therefore, that they either did not observe 
window can be swung out, hinging at the "front" or did not appreciate the value of the "bogie," for it 
end, so that the passengers can have fresh air and will be found that the celebrated" Rocket," "Planet" 
at the same time exclude dust and cinders. The and other engines of the period had the rigid wheel 
upholstering is carried right to the window space, and base. 
the sash fits against it, so that there is no draught. During the year 1831 Messrs. Stephenson & Co. sent 
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